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On February 27 and 28, 2014, shortly af-
ter the revolution in Kiev that toppled 
Viktor Yanukovych’s government, the 
Autonomous Republic of Crimea was 
taken over by thousands of masked 
and armed Russian troops, backed by 
armor and attack helicopters. In an 
unconvincing attempt to hide their or-
igin, the soldiers wore no insignia and 
passed themselves off as a ‘self-defense’ 
militia drawn from the ethnic Russian 
majority of the peninsula, which un-
til 1954 had belonged to Russia itself. 
In fact, this occupation force consisted 
either of personnel from the Black Sea 
Fleet (BSF) based in Crimea or troops 
sent from the Russian Federation.1 Rus-
sia’s parliament subsequently voted to 
grant President Vladimir Putin pow-
ers to order further interventions in 
Ukraine to ‘protect ethnic Russians’, 
whilst a ‘referendum’ held in Crimea on 
March 16 produced an overwhelming 
vote in favor of union with the Russian 
Federation. Three days later, Russian 
troops and ‘self-defense’ militias forci-
bly evicted Ukrainian naval personnel 
from their own bases, formalizing the 
annexation of Crimea.2 This land grab 

1  “Ukraine: The end of the beginning?”, The 
Economist (London), March 8, 2014. ‘Believed to 
be Russian Soldiers’, The Atlantic, March 11, 2014: 
accessed March 12, 2014; http://www.theatlantic.
com/infocus/2014/03/-believed-to-be-russian-sol-
diers/100696/. For a daily survey of reporting from 
Ukraine see the Intepreter live-blog at www.inter-
pretermag.com. 

2  Roland Oliphant, David Blair and Joanna 
Walters, ‘Ukraine: Russia launches ‘armed inva-
sion’ as Obama warns Moscow of ‘costs’ of inter-

by Russia, and the separatist turmoil it 
is currently inciting in Eastern Ukraine, 
constitutes the most serious crisis in Eu-
rope since the Georgian war of August 
2008. Although the post-Yanukovych 
government in Ukraine has acted cau-
tiously and focused on mustering diplo-
matic support, the country has become 
the location of a diplomatic confronta-
tion between Russia and the West (the 
United States, its NATO allies, and mem-
ber states of the European Union) that 
could potentially deteriorate into a mil-
itary clash between Kiev and Moscow.3 

There are repeated instances in history 
where states have resorted to proxy war-
fare rather than the overt use of force, 
using non-state para-military actors to 
subvert and undermine an adversary. In 
the process, sponsor states have armed, 
equipped, trained, and sheltered prox-
ies, and have at times even reinforced 
them with advisors and special forces 
personnel, as is the case with Russian 
military intelligence (GRU) and special 
forces (spetsnaz) troops reportedly rein-
forcing local ‘separatists’ in the ‘Donetsk 
People’s Republic’. Proxy warfare has 

vention’, The Daily Telegraph (London), February 
28, 2014. ‘Crimea crisis: Merkel warns Russia faces 
escalating sanctions’, BBC News, March 20, 2014: 
accessed March 20, 2014; http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/world-europe-26659578.

3  Leonid Peisakhin, ‘Eastern rising’, Jane’s 
Intelligence Review 26 (2014): 8-13. ‘Chaos out of or-
der’, The Economist, May 2, 2014. Ronald D. Asmus, 
A Little War that Shook the World: Georgia, Russia, 
and the Future of the West. Basingstoke, UK: Mac-
millan 2010, 19-52.
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also sometimes preceded an overt mil-
itary intervention. Given both Putin’s 
threats to ‘defend’ ethnic Russians and 
the mobilization of Russian army and 
air force units over the past two months, 
this remains a very real possibility in 
Ukraine. The overall objectives of a spon-
sor state usually involve the coercion of 
an adversary, its disruption, or the at-
tainment of a transformative objective, 
which in turn can involve the successful 
encouragement of separatism, the an-
nexation of territory, or regime change. 
Allowing for the absence of solid infor-
mation on Russian aims it is likely that 
Moscow’s present reasons for destabi-
lizing Ukraine involve an opportunistic 
combination of these three outcomes. 
Putin may well hope that the turmoil he 
is inciting in the East of the country will 
forestall the forthcoming elections on 
May 25 and will force Kiev to subordi-
nate its foreign policy to Russian inter-
ests. It is likely that he may consider the 
takeover of more Ukrainian territory if 
its government persists in its efforts to 
forge closer ties with the United States 
and EU.4 

Ukraine has historically been a focus 
of proxy warfare.5 From 1918 to 1920, 

4  Igor Sutyagin and Michael Clarke, 
Ukraine Military Dispositions: The Military Ticks 
Up While the Clock Ticks Down. London: Royal Unit-
ed Services Institute Briefing Paper, April 2014. 
Geraint Hughes, My Enemy’s Enemy: Proxy Warfare 
in International Politics. Brighton, UK: Sussex Aca-
demic Press 2012.

5  On Ukraine’s history see Orest Subtelny, 
Ukraine: A History. Toronto: University of Toronto 

it was a battleground for German 
and Austro-Hungarian occupation 
troops, the Bolshevik revolutionaries, 
the ‘white armies’ of Generals Anton 
Denikin and Baron Pyotr Wrangel, the 
rival nationalist movements of Pav-
lo Skorapadskiy and Symon Petliura, 
Allied interventionists, the army of 
newly-independent Poland, and indig-
enous guerrillas such as Nestor Makh-
no, until the Treaty of Riga of 1921 for-
malized Ukraine’s incorporation into 
the Soviet Union.6 Prior to its invasion 
of the USSR on June 22, 1941, Germany 
established contact with the Organiza-
tion of Ukrainian Nationalists (OUN) 
led by Stepan Bandera, establishing 
a brief alliance of convenience that 
foundered because of German racism 
but lasted long enough to damn the 
OUN as Nazi collaborators as far as So-
viet propagandists were concerned.7 
Wartime Ukraine experienced the bar-
barity of the ‘anti-bandit’ operations 
by the Germans and their collabora-
tors, as well as the near-extermination 
of its Jewish community during the 
Holocaust. From 1943 to 1944, the OUN 

Press 1994, 2nd Edition; and Andrew Wilson, The 
Ukrainians: Unexpected Nation. New Haven CT: 
Yale University Press 2002, 2nd Edition. 

6  Evan Mawdsley, The Russian Civil War. 
Boston MA: Allen & Unwin 1987, 161-77, 207-15, 
219-25. Richard Pipes, Russia Under the Bolshevik 
Regime, 1919-1924. London: HarperCollins 1995, 
73-5, 80-96, 104-14, 121-35, 178-80.

7  Timothy Snyder, ‘“To Resolve the Ukrain-
ian Problem Once and for All”. The Ethnic Cleans-
ing of Ukrainians in Poland, 1943–1947’, Journal of 
Cold War Studies 1 (1999): 93-4.
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also waged a vicious ethnic-cleansing 
campaign against the Polish commu-
nity in what is now Western Ukraine 
that was in turn followed by the brutal 
eviction of Ukrainians from the Polish 
People’s Republic in 1947.8 In Ukraine 
itself the OUN waged a doomed in-
surgency against Soviet military and 
security forces into the early 1950s, 
aided by the Central Intelligence Agen-

8  Halik Kochanski, The Eagle Unbowed: Po-
land and the Poles in the Second World War. Lon-
don: Penguin 2013, 360-3, 546-8. Timothy Snyder, 
Bloodlands: Europe between Hitler and Stalin. Lon-
don: Vintage 2011, 326-9.

cy and Britain’s Secret Intelligence 
Service.9 The key difference between 
these examples and the current crisis 
is that, for all the diplomatic interests 
involved, there is only one external 
power actively engaging in covert ac-
tion and subversion in Ukraine, as 
other historical instigators (the United 
States, Britain, Germany and Poland) 
are mere bystanders.

There are three notable features of 
Russia’s proxy war in Ukraine. The 
first involves the thinly-disguised ef-
fort by Russia to use protests in Eastern 
Ukrainian cities and supposedly indige-
nous ‘self-defence’ units in Crimea as a 
means of bullying the new government 
in Kiev, backing the effort with a men-
acing display of military power in the 
form of cross-border manoeuvres. Cur-
rent Russian tactics have their paral-
lels with the Soviet interventions dur-
ing the Cold War, not to mention Nazi 
Germany’s subversion of Czechoslova-
kia prior to the Second World War. The 
second involves Putin’s own predilec-
tion for blaming political turmoil in the 
‘near abroad’ – Russia’s self-proclaimed 
sphere of influence in the former USSR 
– on the intrigues of Western powers. 
The third feature, as expressed both in 

9  Richard J. Aldrich, The Hidden Hand: Brit-
ain, America and Cold War Secret Intelligence. Lon-
don: John Murray 2001, 142-4, 168-71. On the OUN 
insurgency after 1944 see Yuri Zhukov, ‘Examin-
ing the Authoritarian Model of Counter-insurgen-
cy: The Soviet Campaign Against the Ukrainian 
Insurgent Army’, Small Wars & Insurgencies 18 
(2007): 439-66.
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Russian official statements and suppos-
edly spontaneous demonstrations in 
Crimea and Eastern Ukraine, demon-
strates how this country’s troubled his-
tory has been exploited by Moscow for 
its own propaganda purposes.

Without succumbing to simplistic depic-
tions of Putin as ‘the new Hitler’, there 
are parallels between Russia’s current 
actions in Ukraine and those practiced 
by Nazi Germany against Czechoslova-
kia in 1938-1939. These include the use 
of military pressure against a neighbor, 
the official pronouncements that eth-
nic kin are in dire peril from a hostile 
regime, the fabricated reports of per-
secution and refugees, and the indirect 
orchestration and incitement of prox-
ies similar in character to Konrad Hen-
lein’s Sudeten German Nazi movement 
and Josef Tiso’s Slovakian nationalists.10 
There are also parallels with both the 
‘war of nerves’ the USSR and its War-
saw Pact allies waged to undermine 
political liberalization in Czechoslo-
vakia prior to the suppression of the 
‘Prague Spring’ in August 1968 and the 
introduction of Soviet combat troops to 
Afghanistan in December 1979. These 
parallels extend to the murky and am-
biguous relationships that Moscow had 
with client political elites and security 
services in Prague and Kabul in these 
historical cases, and in Kiev currently. 

10  Zara Steiner, The Triumph of the Dark: 
European International History 1933-1939. Oxford, 
UK: Oxford University Press 2013, 560-1, 585, 593-
4, 616, 727. 

In the Cold War, the USSR benefited 
from established ties between the Sovi-
et Communist party and its Afghan and 
Czechoslovak counterparts, and it had 
also trained the armed forces’ officer 
corps and security police from these 
states. Moscow therefore had a number 
of indigenous collaborators it could call 
on from these institutions for support. 11  

With Ukraine, as well as past Soviet in-
terventions in Czechoslovakia and Af-
ghanistan, the geographical proximity 
of Soviet/Russian military forces also 
gave Putin and his Cold War era pre-
decessor, Leonid Brezhnev, significant 
strategic leverage. Russia did have a 
legitimate presence in Crimea by vir-
tue of the 1997 treaty, which gave the 
BSF access to Soviet-era bases such as 
Sevastopol.12 Yet by endorsing the ‘ref-
erendum’ unifying Crimea with Russia, 
Putin has violated the Budapest Agree-
ment of 1994 in which the Russian Fed-
eration guaranteed Ukraine’s territori-
al integrity in return for Kiev’s pledge 
to abandon the nuclear weapons it 
inherited after the collapse of the So-
viet Union. His actions are also bound 

11  Mark Kramer, ‘New Sources on the 1968 
Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia’, Cold War Inter-
national History Project (CWIHP) Bulletin 2 (1992), 
1, 4-13; & ‘The Prague Spring and the Soviet in-
vasion of Czechoslovakia: New Interpretations, 
CWIHP Bulletin, 3 (1993), 2-12. Rodric Braithwaite, 
Afgantsy: The Russians in Afghanistan 1979-89. Lon-
don: Profile Books 2012, 37-81.

12  Taras Kuzio, The Crimea: Europe’s Next 
Flashpoint?. Washington DC: The Jamestown Foun-
dation 2010. 
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to antagonize relations with other for-
mer Soviet republics, particularly those 
(such as Kazakhstan) with their own 
Russian minorities, and could indeed 
rebound on Russia as separatist claims 
within its own territory intensify, not 
least in Chechnya and other restive re-
publics in the North Caucasus.13 

Only the political fringes on the far-left 
and far-right in the West and a handful of 
sympathetic governments such as Syria 
and Venezuela actually believe Moscow’s 
claims that the United States and the EU 
are covertly intervening in Ukraine, as 
the Allies were during the civil war and 
the British and American intelligence 
services were in the early phases of the 
Cold War.14 There is also a distinct con-
trast between efforts by Poland, Rus-
sia’s traditional rival for influence in 
Ukraine, to establish a partnership with 
Ukraine after 1991 and Russia’s neo-im-
perialist attitude towards Kiev, epito-
mized by Putin’s remark five years ago 
that Ukraine is ‘not a real state’.15 None-

13  Julia Joffe, ‘Putin’s War in Crimea Could 
Soon Spread to Eastern Ukraine’, The New Repub-
lic, March 1, 2014: accessed March 3, 2014; http://
www.newrepublic.com/node/116810/print. ‘Cen-
tral Asia’s autocracies after Crimea: Russian rou-
lette’, The Economist, March 15, 2014.

14  ‘Britain and Ukraine: Fisking “Stop the 
War”’, The Economist, March 2, 2014: accessed 
March 3, 2014; http://www.economist.com/
node/21598083/print. 

15  Ian J. Brzezinski, ‘Polish-Ukrainian Rela-
tions: Europe’s Neglected Strategic Axis’, Survival 
35 (1993), 26-37. James Marson, ‘Putin to the West: 
Hands off Ukraine’, Time Magazine, May 25, 2009: 
accessed March 13, 2014; http://content.time.com/
time/world/article/0,8599,1900838,00.html.

theless, Moscow is at pains to present its 
annexation of Crimea and its meddling 
in Ukraine’s politics as a reaction to the 
machinations of the Americans and the 
EU. In this respect, the Soviet-era por-
trayal of Ukrainian anti-Communists as 
‘fascists’ is clearly reflected in the claim 
that Yanukovych’s overthrow was due 
to a ‘Right Sector’ that has hijacked the 
revolution in Kiev. It represents an ex-
aggeration of the Ukrainian far-right’s 
role in the recent revolution and indeed 
a failure to recognize how much it was 
fuelled by the corruption and misrule of 
the old regime.16 

There are undoubtedly stark differenc-
es between West and East Ukraine over 
memories of the Second World War. 

16  Timothy Snyder, ‘Fascism, Russia, and 
Ukraine’, The New York Review of Books, March 20, 
2014. 
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The OUN (whose red and black banners 
appeared in anti-Yanukovych protests) 
tend to be hailed as freedom fighters 
in Western Ukraine and condemned as 
fascists in the East. Yet there is a clear 
difference between the rhetoric of the 
Russian state and the reality on the 
ground. Moscow’s self-righteous cant 
about the ‘shameful silence of our West-
ern partners, human rights groups and 
foreign media’ over the supposed ‘law-
lessness’ in Eastern Ukraine also demon-
strates a degree of frustration that Rus-
sian allegations of a ‘fascist putsch’ are 
finding little resonance outside of the 
Russian Federation and Crimea itself.17 
This problem is reflected by the fact that 
even journalists from the pro-Kremlin 
English language news channel ‘Rus-
sia Today’ openly challenged Moscow’s 
line on the crisis.18 In this respect, the 
increase in militancy and the takeover 
of government buildings in Eastern 
Ukrainian cities by ‘militants’ from the 
self-declared Donetsk People’s Republic 
probably represented an effort by the 
Russians to make ‘lawlessness’ a self-ful-
filling prophecy.19  

17  Yekaterina Kravtsova, ‘Ukraine crisis: 
Crimea is just the first step, say Moscow’s pro-Pu-
tin demonstrators’, The Daily Telegraph, March 
10, 2014. ‘Ukraine crisis: ‘Russian soldiers’ seize 
Crimea hospital’, BBC News, March 10, 2014: ac-
cessed March 11, 2014; http:/www.bbc.co.uk/news/
world-europe-26515049?print=true.  

18  ‘Russia Today TV presenter Liz Wahl quits 
on air’, BBC News, March 6, 2014: accessed March 
13, 2014; http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-eu-
rope-26468837.

19  Mark Galeotti, ‘Ukraine: a perversely 
“good” war for the GRU’, In Moscow’s Shadows, May 

As far as underlying motives are con-
cerned, Moscow has consistently main-
tained that Western powers exploited 
Russia’s weaknesses in the post-Cold 
War era, as demonstrated by the ex-
pansion of NATO eastwards, the Kosovo 
war (1999) and its subsequent referen-
dum on independence (2008), and the 
‘humiliations’ heaped on Russia by the 
United States and its allies since the So-
viet Union’s collapse, which supposedly 
include regime change in Serbia (2000), 
Iraq (2003), and Libya (2011).20 All of this 
disregards the fact that even during Bo-
ris Yeltsin’s era the Russian state had a 
barely-disguised contempt for the sover-
eignty of other former Soviet republics, 
not to mention a sense that Russia had 
unique rights (such as the ‘protection’ 
of ethnic Russians) that overrode their 
newly-won independence, as demon-
strated by Moscow’s support for the 
self-declared Republic of Transdniestr’s 
‘independence’ from Moldova in 1992.21 

1, 2014: accessed May 2, 2014; http://www.inmos-
cowsshadows.wordpress.com/2014/05/01/ukraine-
a-peversely-good-war-for-the-gru/

20  ‘Transcript: Putin’s Prepared Remarks at 
43rd Munich Conference on Security Policy’, Feb-
ruary 12, 2007: accessed March 13, 2014, http://
www.washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/ar-
ticle/2007/02/12/AR2007021200555.html. ‘Russia 
made big mistake, supporting UN Security Council 
resolution on Libya’, Pravda, December 17, 2013: 
accessed March 13, 2014; http://english.pravda.ru/
hotspots/conf licts/17-12-2013/126405-russia_lib-
ya-0/.

21  Jonathan Eyal, Who Lost Russia? An En-
quiry into the Failure of the Russian-Western Part-
nership. London: Royal United Services Institute 
2009. Mark Galeotti, The Age of Anxiety: Security 
and Politics in Soviet and Post-Soviet Russia. Lon-
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The Ukrainian political crisis began 
when Putin pressed Yanukovych in late 
November 2013 to reject an association 
and free-trade agreement with the EU. 
The peaceful protests in Maidan Square 
in Kiev were met first with police brutali-
ty and ultimately (during clashes on Feb-
ruary 20, 2014) with gunfire. Thanks to 
Russian meddling, demonstrations over 
the abortive EU accession agreement 
evolved into a revolutionary movement 
against Yanukovych’s corrupt and klep-
tocratic government. In this respect, Pu-
tin’s effort to coerce Kiev into rejecting 
closer association with Europe in favor 
of membership in his ‘Eurasian Union’ 
had the opposite effect of generating a 
popular uprising.22 

Aside from Putin’s interest in keeping 
Ukraine within the Russian sphere of 
influence, there is a distinct possibility 
that Russia’s President has a vested in-
terest in preventing the evolution of a 
functioning democracy in Kiev. Ukraine 
has made far less progress in political re-
form than other countries in post-Com-
munist Europe (such as Poland, the 
Czech Republic, and the Baltic States.) 
In the same way that the old Soviet Un-
ion declared its opposition to peaceful 
and evolutionary political change in 
Eastern Europe with the suppression 
of the ‘Prague Spring’ in August 1968 

don: Longman 1995, 162-84. 
22  ‘Ukraine’s crisis: Europe’s new battle-

field’, The Economist, February 22, 2014. David 
Remnick, ‘Putin Goes to War’, The New Yorker, 
March 1, 2014. 

and the subsequent declaration of the 
‘Brezhnev Doctrine’, the foundations of 
Putin’s own pseudo-democratic order 
would be challenged if Ukraine made 
the transition from autocracy and cro-
ny capitalism to a system of represent-
ative government based on the rule of 
law. While internal opposition to Rus-
sia’s government remains fractured, 
Putin’s paranoia over domestic disaf-
fection is evident. As Timothy Snyder 
wryly observes, “Ukrainians represent 
[the Russian President’s] real Ukrainian 
problem: Free people who speak free-
ly in Russian, and might set an exam-
ple one day for Russians themselves”. 
By sabotaging democratization in Kiev, 
Putin is arguably hoping to pre-empt 
Maidan-style protests in Red Square.23  

Prior to the intervention of armed 
‘separatists’ in mid-April, Ukrainians 
from both West and East were resist-
ant to a Russian-led propaganda cam-
paign intended to divide them and to 
incite inter-ethnic hostility. Ukraine’s 
Jewish community remains largely un-
convinced that the current revolution 
represents a lurch towards neo-fascism 
and the anti-Semitic violence of the civil 
war and the Nazi occupation.24 Crimea’s 

23  Andrew Wilson, ‘Why a new Ukraine is 
the Kremlin’s worst nightmare’, The Independent 
(London), February 28, 2014. ‘Putin Goes to War’, 
passim. ‘Letter from Kiev’, Private Eye (London), 
March 20, 2014. Timothy Snyder, ‘Freedom in Rus-
sian exists only in Ukraine’, The Evening Standard 
(London), March 17, 2014. 

24  Olexeiy Haran, ‘Don’t believe the Russian 
propaganda about Ukraine’s ‘fascist’ protesters’, 
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ethnic Tatar community remembers the 
deportations of the Stalin era,25 whilst 
the simplistic media depictions of Russo-
phone and Western Ukrainians split into 
distinct ethnic and linguistic blocs is mis-
leading. Even in Crimea, ethnic Russians 
do not necessarily believe that they are 
under threat from Yanukovych’s succes-
sors and are not convinced that their se-
curity is assured by incorporation into 
the Russian Federation.26 

Concerns over the future of Crimea 
appear reinforced by the shady rep-
utation of the ‘Prime Minister’ of the 

The Guardian (London), March 13, 2014. Orlando 
Radice, ‘Ukraine community ready to fight Russian 
invasion’, The Jewish Chronicle (London), March 27, 
2014. 

25  Kim Sengupta, ‘Ukraine crisis: Muslim 
Tatars are under threat from ethnic violence un-
der new separatist administration in Crimea’, The 
Independent, March 5, 2014. 

26  ‘Ukraine crisis: Order breaks down 
ahead of Crimea vote’, BBC News, March 9, 2014: 
accessed March 11, 2014; http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/world-europe-26503476?print=true. Anna 
Reid, ‘A borderland on edge’, Standpoint Magazine, 
April 2014. 

new ‘republic’, Sergei Aksenov, who is 
reputed to have been involved with or-
ganized crime.27 Whilst Aksenov may 
have been maligned by the media, 
Moscow has adopted some particularly 
mafia-like clients in the past, notably 
Eduard Kokoity in South Ossetia and 
Ramzan Kadyrov in Chechnya.28 Mean-
while, Russia’s attempts to convince 
the international community of the 
justice of its cause are implausible. 
Even with the ethnic Russian majority 
on the peninsula, the claim that 95.5% 
of its population voted for union with 
Russia in the referendum is absurd, 
and it is no surprise that ‘internation-
al observers’ invited in to supervise 
the poll included extremist politicians 
and self-proclaimed ‘activists’ with a 
pro-Russian bent. Polling stations were 
guarded by armed ‘self-defense units’, 
and OSCE observers were barred from 
monitoring the vote.29 

27  ‘The end of the beginning’, Econo-
mist, passim. Mark Galeotti, ‘Will ‘Goblin’ Make 
Crimea a “Free Crime Zone”?’, Russia!, March 7, 
2014: accessed March 11, 2014; http://readrussia.
com/2014/03/07/will-goblin-make-crimea-a-free-
crime-zone/.

28  ‘Chechnya: The warlord and the spook’, 
The Economist, May 31, 2007. Owen Matthews, ‘Pu-
tin’s Poison Pill’, The Spectator, March 29, 2014. 
International Crisis Group (ICG) Europe Report 
No.205, South Ossetia: The Burden of Recognition. 
Brussels: ICG, June 7, 2010, 9-11.

29  The ‘observers’ included members of far-
right parties such as France’s Front National, Bel-
gium’s Vlaams Belang, Austria’s BZO, and Hunga-
ry’s Jobbik, as well as the German far-left party Die 
Linke. ‘Russia’s friends in black’, The Economist, 
April 19, 2014. 
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Moscow has also resorted to ‘black 
propaganda’ to justify its claims that 
Ukraine’s Russian-speakers are threat-
ened. Russia’s state television service 
broadcast allegations that 140,000 ref-
ugees have crossed the frontier into 
Southern Russia; the footage used in 
substantiation actually showed queues 
of traffic at a checkpoint on the Polish 
border.30 Russian information opera-
tions are evidently not just being left to 
state media. A telephone call between 
Baroness Ashton (the EU High Repre-
sentative for Foreign Affairs and Securi-
ty Policy) and Urmas Paet (the Estonian 
Foreign Minister) discussing unsubstan-
tiated rumors that the anti-Yanukovych 
protestors killed at Maidan were shot 
dead by their own side was posted on 
YouTube. It is reasonable to suspect that 
the Russian foreign intelligence (SVR) or 
internal security service (FSB) intercept-
ed the conversation and released it in 
an attempt to smear the new Ukrainian 
government. Claims such as these are 
being used to reinforce Putin’s speeches 
and pronouncements by other Russian 
officials such as Russia’s ambassador to 
the UN, Vitaly Churkin.31 Allowing for 

30  Robert Coalson, ‘Russia Wags The Dog 
With Ukraine Disinformation Campaign’, RFE/
RL, March 5, 2014: accessed March 17, 2014; 
ht tp://w w w.rferl .org /content /r ussia-big-l ie -
ukraine/25286568.html. Rebecca Novick, ‘Is Rus-
sia Inventing a Ukrainian Refugee Crisis?, Huffing-
ton Post, March 5, 2014: accessed March 17, 2014; 
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/rebecca-novick/
post_7028_b_4895567.html.

31  Anne Appelbaum, ‘Russia’s information 
warriors are on the march – we must respond’, The 

the fact that ‘spin’ and dissembling has 
been a consistent feature of internation-
al diplomacy, it is difficult to explain why 
Moscow has resorted to such blatant ly-
ing. Putin’s regime is presumably using 
a pliant media to convince its domes-
tic audience that Russia is in the right. 
There is also the ominous possibility 
that the Russian President and his inner 
circle actually believe their own propa-
ganda and that this is guiding policy in 
much the same way as the suspicion that 
Hafizollah Amin was intent on aligning 
Afghanistan with the West influenced 
the Soviet intervention in that country 
in December 1979.32  

In this respect, there are ominous – al-
beit uncorroborated – reports from Kiev 
that plain-clothes GRU and SVR person-
nel have infiltrated Eastern Ukraine to 
act as agents provocateurs, staging ‘false 
flag’ incidents and violent clashes that 
can be used to justify military inter-
vention.33 There are precedents for this, 
such as the planting of arms caches by 
the KGB in Czechoslovakia in 1968, sub-

Daily Telegraph, March 7, 2014.
32  Odd Arne Westad, ‘Concerning the Situ-

ation in “A”: New Russian Evidence on the Soviet 
Intervention in Afghanistan’, CWIHP Bulletin, 8/9 
(1996/1997), 128-84. 

33  Bruce Jones, ‘Analysis: Russia hold-
ing whip hand in Crimea’, Jane’s Defence Weekly, 
March 12, 2014. Eli Lake and Anna Nemtsova, 
‘Russia’s Special Ops Invasion of Ukraine Has Be-
gun’, The Daily Beast, March 15, 2014: accessed 
March 18, 2014; http://www.thedailybeast.com/
ar t ic les/2014/03/15/r ussian- commandos-i n-
vade-ukraine.html#url=/articles/2014/03/15/rus-
sian-commandos-invade-ukraine.html.
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sequently used to justify Soviet allega-
tions that the Prague Spring was deteri-
orating into a ‘counter-revolution’.34 It is 
worth noting that the Ukrainian inter-
nal security service (SBU) has close ties 
with the FSB, similar to that which the 
StB of Communist-era Czechoslovakia 
had with the Soviet KGB. There is strong 
evidence to suggest that the SBU’s Rus-
sian-trained ‘anti-terrorist’ unit, named 
Alfa (like its FSB equivalent), were re-
sponsible for the killing of the Maidan 

34  Christopher Andrew and Vasili Mitrokh-
in, The Mitrokhin Archive: The KGB in Europe and 
the West. London: Allen Lane 1999, 333-4.

protestors on February 20.35 SBU agents 
– as well as former members of the old 
regime’s Berkut riot police units – are 
in a position to collaborate with Rus-
sian-directed efforts to covertly desta-
bilize and discredit the new Ukrainian 
government by provoking violent clash-
es and providing a pretext for further 
intervention.36

There are disturbing indications that 
Moscow may not be able to control 
its surrogates in Crimea or the East. A 
bloody riot in Odessa on May 2 – the 
causes of which are at present unclear 
– ended in dozens of deaths, the major-
ity of which were pro-Russian demon-
strators killed in a trade union building 
that was set on fire. The current offen-
sive by the Ukrainian army and security 
forces to recover control of Sloviansk is 
another potential flashpoint.37 The prob-
lem with employing proxies on a denia-
ble basis is that the sponsor surrenders 

35  Jamie Dettmer, ‘Photographs Expose 
Russian-Trained Killers in Kiev’, The Daily Beast, 
March 30, 2014: accessed March 31, 2014; http://
www.thedailybeast.com/articles/2014/03/30/ex-
clusive-photographs-expose-russian-trained-kill-
ers-in-kiev.html.

36  Andrew and Mitrokhin, Mitrokhin Ar-
chive, 329, 334-335. Mark Galeotti,’What Would a 
Russian Invasion of Ukraine Look Like?’, In Mos-
cow’s Shadows, March 28, 2014: accessed March 
31, 2014;  http://inmoscowsshadows.wordpress.
com/2014/03/28/what-would-a-russian-invasion-
of-ukraine-look-like/.

37  ‘Ukraine crisis: Sloviansk rebels down 
army helicopters’, BBC News, May 2, 2014: accessed 
May 2, 2014; http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-eu-
rope-27250026. Lewis Smith, ‘Ukraine crisis: Doz-
ens die in fire in Odessa’, The Independent, May 3, 
2014.
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some capacity to direct and restrain their 
actions; it is conceivable that Crimea’s 
‘self-defense’ militias and protest groups 
in Eastern cities might provoke clashes 
with Ukrainians and Tatars that escalate 
into major ethnic violence.38 Putin may 
well have been satisfied with the blood-
less victory he has won in Crimea, and 
his rhetoric over an extended interven-
tion into Eastern Ukraine could have 
been mere posturing. But it is also worth 
noting that aside from any ‘provocations’ 
that might trigger a Russian invasion, 
there are other potential factors that 
may force Putin’s hand. These include 
the timing of Ukraine’s elections at the 
end of May and the imminent demobi-
lization of Russian conscript troops that 
occurs every summer, to be replaced by 
untested draftees. It is also conceivable 
that, through his own inflammatory ac-
tions, Putin may find himself forced to 
choose between inaction – which would 
expose his pretentions to ‘protect’ sup-
posedly imperilled ethnic Russians – 
and intervention – which could lead to 
a protracted conflict with its Western 
neighbor that it can ill afford to fight.39 

38  ‘Crimea: A predictable outcome’, The 
Economist, March 15, 2014. Geraint Hughes and 
Christian Tripodi, ‘Anatomy of a surrogate: histor-
ical precedents and implications for contemporary 
counter-insurgency and counter-terrorism’, Small 
Wars & Insurgencies 20 (2009), 20-4.

39  Galeotti,’What Would a Russian Invasion 
of Ukraine Look Like?’, passim. Heather Saul, ‘Pu-
tin could invade Ukraine within a week, warns 
NATO chief’, The Independent, April 2, 2014. Suty-
agin and Clark, Ukraine Military Dispositions, 7-8.

As far as the West’s collective response is 
concerned, there is very little that can be 
done about Ukraine itself, particularly if 
Russia does invade. The United States 
and its allies can however reassert the 
credibility of Article 5 of the North At-
lantic Treaty. The American and British 
decision to send air and army units to 
Poland and the Baltic States to conduct 
military exercises and reinforce air de-
fense patrols will hopefully remind Rus-
sia that NATO’s newer members are not 
fair game.40 However, the defense of the 
latter should not rely purely on military 
deterrence. As Mark Galeotti observes, 
Russia’s actions in Ukraine have relied 
on a combination of proxies and spetsnaz 
personnel disguised as indigenous ‘ac-
tivists’. This means that the military and 

40  Brooks Tigner, ‘NATO moves to reassure 
its East European allies’, Jane’s Defence Weekly, 
April 23, 2014. Ben Farmer, ‘Europe must increase 
defence spending in the face of Russian aggres-
sion, warns Chuck Hagel, The Daily Telegraph, May 
2, 2014.   
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police forces of states like Estonia and 
Latvia need to be trained and prepared 
to counter tactics of destabilization that 
fall short of overt aggression but which 
seek to incite conflict between the states 
and their Russian minorities. This 
means that public order training (drills 
to handle demonstrations and civil dis-
order) are as important for NATO allies 
as training for actual combat. In con-
trast to more challenging police train-
ing missions in Afghanistan and Iraq, 
any Western trainers sent to the Baltic 
States or ex-Warsaw Pact members will 
be working in largely stable and secure 
states with working government infra-
structure.41  

There are other responses open to the 
West. If possible, any verifiable intelli-
gence on the role of GRU, SVR, and FSB 
personnel in destabilizing Ukraine and 
provoking inter-ethnic violence should 
be released to the international media, 
particularly if the Russian intelligence 
agencies are instigating clashes with 
agents provocateurs.42 Such informa-
tion could change attitudes within states 
whose governments have a pronounced 

41  Mark Galeotti, ‘NATO and the new war: 
dealing with asymmetric threats before they be-
come kinetic’, In Moscow’s Shadows, April 26, 2014: 
accessed April 30, 2014; http://inmoscowsshadows.
wordpress.com/2014/04/26/nato-and-the-new-
war-dealing-with-asymmetric-threats-before-
they-become-kinetic/

42  ‘Kerry: US taped Moscow’s Calls to its 
Ukraine Spies’, The Daily Beast, April 29, 2014: ac-
cessed April 30, 2014; http://www.thedailybeast.
com/articles/2014/04/29/kerry-us-taped-moscow-
s-calls-to-its-ukraine-spies.html

fear of separatism – the most notable 
being Russia’s main ally, China – not to 
mention ones with a clear concern that 
they too might be the target of a covert 
subversive campaign conducted by a ra-
pacious neighbor. With regards to the 
diplomatic implications of Russian ac-
tions in Ukraine, criticisms of Moscow’s 
policies by Western powers alone are 
of little interest and indeed can be pre-
sented by Putin as proof of his success 
in restoring Russia as a great power. If 
Russia is isolated from all but Syria, Ven-
ezuela, Cuba and other marginal states 
in the international system, then this is 
a failure of statecraft which ‘Russia To-
day’ and other pro-Kremlin media out-
lets cannot disguise.43

Ultimately, it is Russia’s own attempts 
to use proxy warfare in Ukraine that 
are self-defeating. If its campaign of 
psychological warfare and subversion 
continues, it will still serve only to al-
ienate many Ukrainians and further 
undermine Moscow’s propaganda 
about Slavic fraternity. If Putin does or-
der an invasion, the military imbalance 
between Russia and Ukraine is likely to 
lead to a swift battlefield victory,44 but 

43   A vote at the UN General Assembly on 
March 27 calling on member states not to recog-
nise the Crimean referendum was passed with 100 
votes, with 11 states voting against the motion and 
58 abstentions. 68th General Assembly Plenary, 
80th meeting, March 27, 2014: accessed May 7, 2014; 
http://www.un.org/News/Press/docs/2014/ga11493.
doc.htm

44  ‘Ukraine: The military balance of pow-
er’, BBC News, March 3, 2014: accessed March 
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as the United States and its coalition 
partners in Iraq found after 2003, this 
cannot guarantee that Russian troops 
will not be subsequently faced with a 
debilitating insurgency that – like in 
Afghanistan in the 1980s and Chechn-
ya in the 1990s – imposes a cost both 
in blood and treasure. There are indi-
cations that the Ukrainian paramilitary 
groups are preparing for this kind of 
partisan warfare.45 In this respect, for 
all their Soviet nostalgia Putin and his 
advisors have failed to learn a lesson 
that their predecessors were taught by 
their ‘fraternal allies’ thirty years ago: 
You cannot gain a people’s lasting alle-
giance at gunpoint.    
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